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            Cyber Readiness For Teams
          

          
          
          
                Maximize team defensive capabilities. Minimize cyber risk.    

Assess, refine, and validate your team's defensive capabilities against the latest threats with a continuous approach to cybersecurity skills development. 
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      Global enterprises trust RangeForce for their defensive cyber readiness.
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      Global enterprises trust RangeForce 
for their defensive cyber readiness.
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          Why RangeForce?
        

        
          
            
              
                RangeForce provides a complete platform for team cybersecurity upskilling. Train in realistic environments that accurately reflect today's threat landscape to improve your team's cyber readiness.
              

             

          

          
        

      

    

    
      
        	
            Upskill Continuously
 
            
              Upskill Continuously

	Build hands-on skills mapped to core cybersecurity functions
	Stay up-to-date on the threat landscape and critical cybersecurity concepts
	Assess skills and design custom learning paths to support team growth


            

          
	
            Optimize Team Operations
 
            
              Optimize Team Operations

	Understand current team readiness levels mapped to industry frameworks
	Achieve defensive cohesion with consistent team threat exercises
	Identify skill gaps and elevate threat-specific capabilities


            

          
	
            Discover and Assess Talent
 
            
              Discover and Assess Talent

	Identify candidates with the right skills, right now to build a cyber ready team
	Navigate the cybersecurity talent pool with insight and precision
	Build an internal talent pipeline through cross-training and assessment
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              Optimize Team Operations

	Understand current team readiness levels mapped to industry frameworks
	Achieve defensive cohesion with consistent team threat exercises
	Identify skill gaps and elevate threat-specific capabilities
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              Discover and Assess Talent

	Identify candidates with the right skills, right now to build a cyber ready team
	Navigate the cybersecurity talent pool with insight and precision
	Build an internal talent pipeline through cross-training and assessment


            

            
          

        

        
      

      
    


  




























  
    
      
        
          


        
        

      

    

    
      
        
        
          
Cybersecurity Skills Development

        
        
          Upskill your team with hundreds of interactive modules and challenges. Understand the threat landscape and see industry leading security tools and concepts in action.
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Team-Based Threat Exercises

        
        
          Validate your team's defensive cyber readiness against real threats in highly realistic emulated environments. Assess and refine team operations to stay ahead of the next threat.
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          Why RangeForce?
        

        
          


RangeForce creates accessible cybersecurity experiences for you and your team. Train in realistic environments that reflect the real world to improve your team's cyber readiness.







          
        

      

    

    
      
        	
            Optimize team operations
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Achieve defensive cohesion across your team with consistent threat exercises 
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Remediate skill gaps and elevate your team’s operational capabilities 
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Refine team playbooks to increase returns on your security technology investment 
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Build and maintain hands-on skills mapped to core cybersecurity functions 
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Stay up-to-date on the threat landscape and critical cybersecurity concepts 
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Assess your skills and design custom learning paths to support team growth
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Identify candidates with the right skills, right now to build a cyber ready team 
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Navigate the cybersecurity talent pool with insight and precision 
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Build an internal talent pipeline through cross-training and assessment
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Optimize team operations
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Achieve defensive cohesion across your team with consistent threat exercises 
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Remediate skill gaps and elevate your team’s operational capabilities 
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Refine team playbooks to increase returns on your security technology investment 



          

        

        
      

      
      
        
        
          
             
Upskill continuously
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Build and maintain hands-on skills mapped to core cybersecurity functions 
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Stay up-to-date on the threat landscape and critical cybersecurity concepts 
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Assess your skills and design custom learning paths to support team growth
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Discover and assess talent
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Identify candidates with the right skills, right now to build a cyber ready team 
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Navigate the cybersecurity talent pool with insight and precision 
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Build an internal talent pipeline through cross-training and assessment
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                                            RangeForce broadens the skillset of every single analyst and enables us to deepen the knowledge of specific tools, which both helps to improve our team performance and competency.
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                                            In particular I liked the botnet malware training because you have to hack a server in order to fix it (yeah, pretty cool!). I’m a software developer and a system administrator, can assure you this type of learning experience will make you a solid IT professional.
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                                            It’s a scalable way for the university to evaluate participants’ skills and their motivation. RangeForce is many times cheaper than building and maintaining your own cyber range and it already includes all the necessary technical help.
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                See case studies
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                                            It’s a scalable way for the university to evaluate participants’ skills and their motivation. RangeForce is many times cheaper than building and maintaining your own cyber range and it already includes all the necessary technical help.


                                        

                                        
                                            
                                                Sten Mases

                                            

                                            
                                                Cybersecurity Lecturer
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                                            “RangeForce provides actionable info on IT team’s skill level. How else would you know what your team knows?”


                                        

                                        
                                            
                                                Jesse Wojtkowiak

                                            

                                            
                                                Head of Information Security
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                                            “In particular I liked the botnet malware training because you have to hack a server in order to fix it (yeah, pretty cool!). I’m a software developer and a system administrator, can assure you this type of learning experience will make you a solid IT professional.”
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                                                Software Developer
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                Learn more about RangeForce’s customers
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                        (AR)² Readiness Program™
                    

                    
                    
                    
                        Assess your team's cybersecurity skills—and the adversaries that are your biggest threats—with a Defense Readiness Index™ score 

Address identified gaps with tailored training plans, using real IT infrastructure and tools in emulated, realistic environments

Review results and validate improved readiness and operational efficiency 

Repeat to ensure continuous improvement against evolving threats
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Get a custom demo

Take your team's cyber readiness to the next level

 Request Demo 

























    
        
            
        

        
            
                
                    
                    
                        Match today’s threat landscape with the right skills.
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